Annual Report - Intersig VIG

History of VIG
Vienna Insurance Group is proud of its approximately 190 years of history and tradition. The Company has grown from a local
insurance company into one of the largest international insurance groups in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE).

1824-1938

1939-1955

1956-1989

1990-2007

2008- Today

1824-1938
•
•
•

The roots of the insurance group date back to 1824, when the oldest of the three insurance groups that today form the Wiener Städtische Austria, and out of
which Vienna Insurance Group emerged, was founded.
In 1898, the third forerunner of Vienna Insurance Group was born
1938 saw the merger of “Gemeinde Wien – Städtische Versicherungsanstalt” and “Wechselseitige Brandschaden und Janus allgemeine Versicherungs-Anstalt
auf Gegenseitigkeit.” And with that, the three predecessors of Vienna Insurance Group were united for the first time.

1939-1955
•
•
•

The collapse of the Austrian economy in the wake of World War II left Wiener Städtische on the verge of ruin.
In 1947, the Company renamed itself “Wiener Städtische Wechselseitige Versicherungsanstalt”.
Austria’s first tall office building – the Ringturm

1956-1989
•
•
•

In 1958 – which is as far back as the statistics of the Austrian Insurance Association go – overall insurance premiums in Austria amounted to the equivalent of
202 million present day Euros.
In 1965, Wiener Städtische introduced the first comprehensive household and homeowner’s insurance product.
Initial steps toward expansion - In 1964, Wiener Städtische concluded a cooperative agreement with the life insurance company Jupiter, and in 1966 it
acquired 40% of the shares in the insurer "Österreichische Volksfürsorge AG".

1990-2007
•
•

Expansion into Central and Eastern Europe - Wiener Städtische participated in the founding of the Czechoslovakian cooperative insurance company
Kooperativa in Bratislava one year after the fall of the Iron Curtain.
Introduction of the umbrella brand “Vienna Insurance Group” in 2006 - in early 2006, the Company introduced the umbrella brand "Vienna Insurance
Group". The Vienna Insurance Group is a big family, in which each Group company bears its own brand as a given name and the Group brand Vienna
Insurance Group as a family name.

2008- Today
•
•
•
•

Cooperation with Erste Group and acquisition of insurance business
A successful capital increase despite the economic crisis
Group reinsurance VIG Re
VIG gained access to the last blank areas on the map of CEE

History of Intersig VIG
2001

2001-2011

2011- Today

2001
Intersig was established in 2001 by a group of local shareholders who obtained licence for non-life insurance in the Republic of
Albania.

2001-2011
Intersig developed and had a sustainable growth in market share.
Vienna Insurance Group acquired the majority shares of Intersig sh.a.,
following an agreement signed on 24 August 2011 in Tirana.

2011 – Today
Actually, VIG owns 90% of Intersig VIG shares. Intersig has a new logo and being part of VIG influenced in improving the products
and services offered by Intersig. Intersig VIG reformed many process. It invested in enhancing staff quality and digitalization of
many processes. New products such as Health Insurance, Easy Casco, became part of Intersig VIG's insurance portfolio

Intersig VIG mission statement
•

Vision:

Our vision is to be the most trusted and preferred insurance company in the market.
•

Mission:

We are dedicated to being a leader company in Albania through our competitive products and quality service.
We care for people in particular. We are committed to fairness, partnership, mutual respect, transparency and
sustainable relationships.
This is our ambition to create a more attractive business and a favorable working environment to ensure our success.
We create solid values.
We are oriented towards sustainable and profit-making growth aimed at further increasing our financial power.
We care to be close to our customers based on best practices in various business lines. These programmes and
practices ensure us the highest customer-care service and innovative services at optimal costs.
We are aware of our corporate social responsibility, and that is why we are engaged in social programmes and projects
dedicated to those less fortunate and to children, who will be our future.
Our promise : Make Life Easy!
VIG promise : Protecting What Matters!

VIG mission statement

THE KEY TO SUCCESS
•

The management is motivated and ambitious to develop the company and to gain
a significant share of the insurance market in Albania.

•

Our staff is qualified and experienced with the necessary knowledge and skills for
cross selling some insurance products tailored for the domestic market.

•

Special attention is attributed to our customers and partners, based on the
Company’s Professional Standards.

•

We provide immediate liquidation to insurance claims and relentless attitude to
insurance fraud.

Structure of the shareholders
Vienna Insurance Group  89,98%
Gentian Sula  10,02%

Structure of the Supervisory Board and the Structure of the Board of Directors
Supervisory Board

Position

Management Board

Position

Mr. Peter Hoefinger
Mr. Christoph Rath
Ms. Michael Hack

Chairman
Deputy Chairman
Member

Mr. Gentian Sulaj
Mrs. Fitnete Sulaj
Mr. Fatmir Berdica

General Director
Board member
Board Member

Intersig in Albania
INTERSIG headquarter is located in Tirana and
is represented in all 13 regions of the country.
The company operates through a wide spread
list of branches, agencies and sales points.
By the end of 2017, the Company employed a
total of staff and sales personnel.

Market Share GWP 2017
Intersig VIG

Others

11%

Intersig VIG holds 11% of the
Market Share for GWP in year
2017 with a total in the amount
of approx. 12,8 Mil Euro

89%

Claims Paid
Intersig VIG

Others

15%

85%

Intersig VIG holds 15% of the
Market Share for Claims Paid in
year 2017 with a total amount of
approx. 5 Mil Euro
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New staff
• Combination of young staff with experienced managers,
with higher focus on the young staff.

• A continuous training process
• Balanced and equal career opportunities
• Highly motivated

Social Responsibility
Our goal is to be more present and to help those who are less fortunate. We planned to be involved in the community in order to
better serve the most disadvantaged members of society.
Activities:
In this context, we collaborated with a non-profit organization “Jonathan Center”, which treats children with Down syndrome to
organize a therapeutic day for children who are treated at the center. Our goal was to help and support in organizing all activities that
took place that day. The staff of Intersig voluntarily helped with passion and enthusiasm in organizing the therapeutic day for the
children of this center.
Down Syndrome foundation provides therapeutic services to 37 children with Down syndrome. The service centre was established
with the support of the businesses, including Intersig VIG.
DSA not only provides therapeutic services, but it also an organisation that lobbies and advocates strongly for persons with SD. They
have also strive to identify and support talented SD kids. Gersi Troka is an 18-year old boy with SD who attends the vocational nonpublic school in IT major, and he is the only professional swimmer with SD in Albania. DSA made it possible for Gersi to participate in
international swimming competitions for two years now. This year, he enrolled to participate in the international SD races in Canada .
Gersi will be accompanied by his mother and some DSA staff in these races. For his participation, this time DSA found the support of
the Ministry of Education and Sports, and also INTERSIG VIG to cover his expenses.

Social Responsibility
INTERSI VIG supporting the initiative of charity “TI JE NJE LULEDIELLI” – “You are a sunflower” directed by Albana Osmani

We support ART & SPORT
1.
2.

Intersig VIG supports RITA ORA in coming to Albania
Intersig VIG supports Kristian Prenga – Boxing European Champion

The 9th edition of “Work and Study 2018”Fair
Intersig VIG consecutively took part in the last three years at “Work and Study”Fair. This Fair is seen a
huge opportunity from the Albanian Government to employ the right professionals to the right
businesses/companies in Albania.
Organized by:The Municipality of Tirana, the Ministry of Education and Sports in strong collaboration with
the Albanian Chamber of Commerce.
Purpose of Fair organization:Launched to bring a new era, with the aim to fulfill the labor demand with the
Labor market Offer. Seen as a necessity from the government during these 10 year to find the right human
resources for the business needs.

Trainings
FIT FOR FUTURE with Arlinda Causholli – moments

Intersig VIG Branches Training - moments

Hannover Re Training - moments

Independent Auditor’s Report

Financial Statements

Financial Statements

Treguesi i Likuiditetit
Liquidity Ratio

2017

AKTIVET
Mjete Monetare dhe Ekuivalente
Depozita me Afat nga Bankat
Llogari te Arketueshme nga Sigurimet
Aktive te tjera
Totali i Aktiveve Financiare

ASSET
Cash and Cash equivalent
Time Deposits
Insurance Receivables
Total Financial Assets

252,700.0

DETYRIMET
Detyrime nga Kontratat e Sigurimit
Depozita Risigurimi
Detyrime te Tjera
Totali i Detyrimeve

LIABILITIES
Insurance Contract Liabilities
Reinsurance Deposits
Other related liabilities
Total Liabilities

40,262.0
5,819.0
135,052.0
181,133.0

Norma Likuiditetit (Liquidity Ratio)

* Norma e Likuiditetit per vitin 2017 eshte me e madhe se >1.

(mije lek/Thousand ALL)
85,935.0
82,768.0
83,997.0

140%

